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1 INTRODUCTION

The Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation (NRR) of the U. S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission (NRC) established the Cost Beneficial Licensing Actions (CBLA) Task
Force as a short-term effort to evaluate how the office handles CBLAs and what
changes, if any, to make to the NRR review process to ensure a more timely and
efficient review of all licensing issues, including CBLAs. In addition, the

CBLA Task Force was to identify ways licensees could improve their CBLA
submittals. CBLAs are licensing actions that have a high cost for to the
licensees but are of low safety significance and, in the NRR review priority,
would have a low priority for review. The task force was directed to ensure
by its recommendations that the staff give CBLAs sufficient and appropriate
attention without a reduction in the NRC primary focus on plant safety.

To accomplish these goals, the task force developed a set of specific tasks
aimed at studying CBLAs and how they are handled. The headings for each major
section in this report describe thete tasks. The task force made the
following assumptions before beginning its study of CBLAs: (1) NRC must be
responsive to the industry's programs to reduce unnecessary costs without
jeopardizing safety; (2) no new NRR resources will be available to address
CBLAs, therefore, NRR must develop means to more efficiently review licensees
proposals; (3) reliefs granted the industry could allow the industry to more
efficiently expend its resources thereby resulting in safer operating plants;
and (4) CBLAs should not involve issues that have safety significance or that
result in a high priority in the NRR review priority scheme.

This report describes the tasks the task force completed in studying CBLAs and
articulates the conclusions and recommendations and the associated bases
resulting from the evaluation. Appendix A g ves an estimate of the requisitei

NRR resources that would be needed to accomplish each recommendation.

2 UNDERSTAND HOW NRR MANAGES LICENSING ACTID"S/CBLAS

The CBLA Task Force began its evaluation by reviewing the process by which
project managers (PMs) assign priorities to and schedule licensing actions, in
general, and CBLAs, in particular. The process is described in the three
memoranda dated April 29, 1988, March 24, 1989, and June 6, 1993 (Refs. 1-3)
on the NRR priority ranking system for reviews. Note that cost is rarely
specifically mentioned as a basis for assigning priorities to licensing
actions.

To determine how CBLAs in particular, have been handled, the task force
performed five reviews, which are discussed in the rest of this section.

B_eview All Priority 4 Items
The task force reviewed the list of licensing actions that were Priority 4
actions, as of August 27, 1993, and discussed a sample of these licensing
actions with the PMs. None of these licensing actions (some of which were
CBLAs), were being neglected. Table 1 (Appendix B) shows the work completed
from 1988 through 1993 in terms of the priority number. NRR has been and is
completing a significant amount of Priority 4 work.

.__ -__ ---
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Sample Ten Specific Licensina Actions |
The task force chose 10 licensing actions at random - 5 in the Containment i
Systems and Severe Accident Branch (SCSB)/NRR and 5 in Mechanical Engineering !

Branch (EMEB)/NRR. The consensus of the branches was that currently the '

priority assigned to the licensing action by the PM was less important than
the schedule requested. EMEB/NRR did not have a backlog of work and was not
rejecting low-priority work. SCSB/NRR did have a backlog, but was also not
rejecting work. Both branches were working to complete the submitted
licensing actions on a schedule that was acceptable tc, the PMs.

Review Data for Last 5 Years
The task force reviewed the numbers of licensing actions the PMs and the
technical staff completed during the last 5 years. Unfortunately, the data
does not allow easy analysis of how NRR has handled CBl As in this period since
the data does not distinguish CBLAs from other licensint actions.
Nonetheless, the data (Table 2, Appendix B) is instructjve in that it shows
that the PMs have consistently completed about 40 percent of the licensing
action work assigned the NRR staff for the last 5 years.

Survey All Project Manaaers

The task force conducted a survey of all PMs to obtain a count of current
CBLAs and a sense of PMs' perceptions about CBLAs (Ref. 4). The survey
disclosed some interesting and unexpected aspects about CBLAs. First, the
variety of PMs' interpretations of what is actually a CBLA showed the need to
better define a CBLA. This was also apparent when discussing CBLAs with the
licensees. Second, the survey showed that CBLAs compose about 13 percent of
;.'e overall licensing action inventory (144 CBLAs out of 1164 licensing
actions). Third, although the PMs complete about 40 percent of all licensing
actions, this percentage includes only about 25 percent of the CBLAs.

Review a Branch's List of Licensina Actions
The task force reviewed the list of licensing actions assigned to EMEB/NRR to
acquire a sense of the number of licensing actions, the type of licensing
actions, the priorities assigned to the licensing actions, and the schedules
the branch agreed-to. The task force found inconsistency among priorities
assigned similar issues and among schedules for different priorities. In
discussions with SCSB/NRR and EMEB/NRR, the branch members stated that the
negotiation with the PM was normally on the schedule for the review and not on
the priority assigned the review.

In finding that the NRR staff is completing CBLAs, the task force, to the
credit of the ,taff, found no evidence that this low-priority CBLA work was
delaying the shiety significant reviews. In all cases, the technical branches
and PMs were aggressively reviewing the safety significant issues, while also "

reviewing the CBLAs. However, the task force recognized that if the number of
CBLAs increased significantly, more guidance and oversight would be needed to
ensure prompt handling of the CBLA reviews without delaying safety significant
reviews.

In its review of specific licensing actions assigned to a number of technical
branches, the task force found instances where review efforts were being
expended on issues that did not absolutely require NRR action or that were

V
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" contingency" type issues. The task force concluded that better control of
these issues would improve NRR and licensee efficiencies.

3 'JNDERSTAND SELECTED LICENSEE'S CBLA PROGRAMS

In order to understand how licensees have been and are now handling CBLAs, the
task force held discussions with at least 20 licensees and other industry
groups. The CBLA programs of Virginia Electric Power Company (Virginia
Power), Northeast Utilities (NEU), Florida Power Corporation (FPC), and
Entergy were studied in the most detail since they were the most mature.
These programs are discussed in Appendix C.

Through these discussions, the task force realized that licensees' CBLA
programs differ in many respects. Some programs:

o are composed of CBLAs that give imediate versus delayed benefits.
o embody a " top-down" versus a " bottom-up" approach to identify CBLAs.
o are composed of CBLAs that are plant specific versus generic.
o contain CBLAs that are mostly technically straightforward versus

complex.
o contain many versus few " commitment" change requests, some of which

were not required.
o are composed of many relatively low-value CBLAs versus fewer high

value, but more complex CBLAs.
o contain original versus copies of other licensee's CBLAs.
o contain high quality, stand-alone submittals versus lesser quality

submittals.

However, licensees' CBLA programs are similar in that they are focusing on
proposals that may save resources but are not limiting the programs to
proposals that are of low safety significance. The programs studied were, in
some instances, not adequately communicated to the PM or Regional staff. . That
is, licensees were developing and about to submit requests for relief without
having adequately discussed their intentions with the PM. !

Most, but not all of the CBLA submittals were of good quality. A common
complaint from the NRC technical staff is that low-quality submittals are the
single most significant cause of delay associated with reviewing licensing
sctions. The review of a inor submittal invariably results in one or more
requests for additional inbrmation (RAIs) and in delays associated with
reviewing the additional re fonses.

In terms of obtaining prompt and positive NRR reviews, the data suggests that
licensees can maximize their chances by submitting CBLAs that are: ,

(1) preceded with adequate communication with the PM and Resident staff, I

(2) high quality, stand-alone documents, (3) plant specific, (4) not major
policy or regulatory issues, (5) clearly assigned a priority among all their
submittals for review, and (6) of immediate benefit.

,

,
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4 OBTAIN AND EVALUATE FEEDBACK FROM LICENSEES ON CBLAS.

The task force collected and analyzed information from licensees regarding the
manner in which the NRC has handled CBLAs. In terms of the NRC's handling of
past CBLA submittals, the licensees indicated two things. First, through
discussions with their PMs, licensees have been discouraged from submitting
requests to reduce costs. According to the licensees, the PMs have been
giving this guidance in the spirit of maximizing efficiency, minimizing the
licensing backlog, and enabling their licensees to concentrate their resources
on those submittals that would have the greatest chance of being successfully
reviewed. Second, on those occasions when licensees have submitted CBLAs,
their PMs have worked with them and the NRR technical staff and achieved
successful results. This feedback is supported by the data and analyses
discussed in Section 2 of this report.

With respect to the NRC's newly stated willingness to entertain CBLAs, ,

licensees are cautiously optimistic. While many licensees have already
embarked on CBLA programs, some licensees have a " wait-and-see" attitude and
want to see the NRC follow up its stated intentions with actual approvals.

Some licensees believe that the NRC should be more receptive to alternative
approaches to resolving technical issues. Furthermore, some licensees also
perceive that the NRC occasionally gets " hung up" on relatively minor safety
issues and that the time spent on resolving these issues is disproportionate
to the safety significance of the issue. Along a similar vein, some licensees
described a dichotomy between the NRC's senior managers' stated willingnest to
expeditiously review cost-based regulatory reliefs and the perceived
reluctance of the NRC staff to actually review and approve these requests.

While some of these perceptions are not new (e.g. the Regulatory Impact
Survey, Ref. 5), these perceptions may have special impact in the CBLA arena
because licensees may not request technically defensible and appropriate
relief if they believe the NRC is not receptive to reviewing these submittals.
NRR managers should pay special attention to CBLAs and be sensitive to how
actions of the staff may actually or inadvertently reinforce these
perceptions.

5 DETERMINE THE EXPECTED INCREASE IN CBLA SUBMITTALS

As described in Section 3, discussions with licensees have indicated that many
are developing CBLAs. To estimate the increase in licensing submittals, the '

,

| task force requested that NUMARC conduct a survey of the industry. The survey,
described in Appendix D, indicated that we could experience an increase of
about 400 CBLA submittals a year for the next two years. The increase should
begin in the fourth quarter of calendar year 1993 or the first quarter of
1994.

Although this estimate is consistent with the number of additional submittals
i resulting from the Virginia Power and Philadelphia Electir Power Company
| (PECO) CBLA programs in 1993, note that the number of licensing actions ;

submitted for calendar year 1993 is currently projected to be slightly smaller '

than that submitted for 1991 and 1992. The projected decrease in 1993 is
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believed to be statistically unimportant (i.e., about 6 percent less than that !in 1992 and 4 percent less than.that in 1991) or this decrease may indicate i

that the industry is in the process of switching its licensing emphasis to
developing and submitting CBLAs. This increase is discussed in detail in
Appendix D.

6 INTERACT WITH OTHER NRC REGULATORY REVIEW GROUPS |

A variety of other groups and task forces in addition to the CBLA Task Force |
are working to improve the regulatory process and reduce unnecessary ;

regulatory burden on licensees. They are discussed in References 6, 7, and 8
and are as follows

(1) Technical Specificatir (TS) Branch /NRR
(2) Program Management, Policy Development, and Analysis Staff

(PMAS)/NRR which oversees the NRR review priority ranking system, ;

(3) Regulatory Review Group (RRG),
(4) TS Amendments Screening Panel,
(5) NRC Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research (RES) Marginal-to-Safety

Program,
(6) NRC Computer Support Development Program, and
(7) Current Licensing Basis (CLB) task force

Recognizing the relevance of the ongoing work of these other groups and
programs, the CBLA Task Force conducted three coordination meetings with
representatives of these groups and programs. These meetings were to foster
coordination and communication among these groups and to better understand the
overall regulatcry environment. Meeting summaries were issued r.a June 4,
August II, and October 27, 1993 (Refs. 6 to 8).

These other programs and groups are involved in issues or tasks that bear
directly or indirectly on the CBLA Task Force charter and goals. For example,
PMAS would so revise the NRR review priority guidance such costs would be
explicitly considered in setting review priority. The RRG and CLB Task Forces
have identified problems with how licensees define and modify commitments to
the NRC. Their recommendations would affect which commitments must be
submitted to the NRC for approval. The interactions with these other task
forces has been extremely useful in coordination of each group's efforts. The
overlap of these groups became apparent during these meetings, as was the need -

for further coordination and discussions.
,

7 DETERMINE AND EVALUATE THE NRC CBLA ENVIRONMENT

Although submittals of licensing actions submittals that have low safety
significance but large cost savings to the licensees are by no means a new
phenomenon, their priority has traditionally been low and they have been
treated as "back-burner" items. In the past, the emphasis in doing reviews
was to improve safety, and costs to tha licensees were secondary. Costs were
explicit in the consideration of plant backfit considerations, but not as a
part of assigning priorities to licensing submittals.

There has been recent and significant change in the NRC in that there is now

!
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an increased receptivity to review cost-savings requests. This change was
articulated in speeches by senior NRC officials, including the NRC Chairman ;

and the NRR Office Director, who stated that the NRC is more receptive to the
review of these licensing actions (Ref. 9). This was also manifested in the
recent change to the NRR review priority (see Ref. 3); that is, cost-savings
submittals were specifically assigned Priority 3. Furthermore, by establishing
the CBLA group to study how to efficiently and expeditiously review CBLAs, NRR
managers have indicated the significance of the issue.

'

Despite the stated shift in receptivity and the guidance this articulation
embodies, many of the staff may not have yet embraced the nexus between
averted costs and more efficient, safer nuclear plants. The task force found a
number of indications that the NRR staff has not fully understood the new
direction nor how to implement it. As stated in Section 4, the industry is
concerned that this change in receptivity is a change at the upper managerial
level of NRC that has not filtered down to the technical and projects staffs.
For example, in our discussions with the staff on CBLAs, some stated that
licensees should provide a specific safety increase to offset the cost savings
and the cost of implementing a regulatory requirement should not be important '

in assigning a priority to the review. Regarding CBLAs associated with
commitment changes, we discovered cases in which the staff is uncertain how to
proceed. For example, some members of staff stated that licensees should not
change, on their own, commitments that were agreed upon when the NRC staff was
fully focused on the specific issues involved.

The memorandum of September 17, 1993 (Ref. 10) addressed some of these
indications, but further education and discussion regarding CBLAs, in
particular, and regulatory re. lief, in general, may be needed. The overall
thrust of this education should be that the NRC's " safety-first" philosophy
has not changed, but requirements that do not significantly improve safety or
that detract from safety should be eliminated. The concept that NRC will
consider relief to the licensees while mairlaining its emphasis on safety ;

should be clearly articulated to the NRC staff by NRC management. The ability
of licensees to change their regulatory commitments without formal NRC review
needs to also be fully discussed with the staff.

8 IDENTIFY METHODS TO IMPROVE NRR CBLA REVIEW EFFICIENCY

As discussed in Section 5, the task force determined that the number of
incoming licensing actions could significantly increase in the next two years.
Furthermore, recognizing the feedback from licensees as well as the staff's
uncertainty regarding the changing regulatory environment and new emphasis on ,

cost-based licensing actions, the task force examined a number of ways to
improve NRR's review efficiency to both minimize the increase in backlog and
to maximize our responsiveness to the CBLAs while maintaining our focus on
safety. The different ways are discussed below in Sections 8.1 through 8.7.

B_.1 Maintain a Focal Point for CBLAs
As a result of its charter to give special attention to CBLAs, the task force
became a focal point for resolving problems or bottlenecks with CBLAs and
other related issues. The task force aided in review efficiency by helping to
promptly identify and effect solutions. The specific instances are discussed

'

--
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in detail in Appendix E. Although Branch Chiefs and Project Directors and
other managers can and frequently do become involved in this capacity, this
task force's emphasis on CBLAs significantly contributed to prompt resolution.

The task force did not have adequate opportunity to keep the Regional staff
informed of the status of the NRR CBLA efforts. A few of the CBLAs identified
by licensees were actions that needed regional approval, hence the lack of
adequate communication hampered, to some extent, the overall agency's response
to CBLAs. Through our discussions with the other task forces related to CBLA
matters, we learned that they, too, were not able to keep the Regions
adequately infomed on their issues.

B.2 Screen and Track CBLAs
Through the task force review of specific CBLAs and discussions with the
technical and Projects staffs, as well as through our evaluations of the
feedback from licensees and assessment of the CBLA environment within NRR, the
task force realized that expeditious, consistent, and equitable treatment of
CBLAs would require some type of continuing screening process. This process
should be conducted by an independent screening group in parallel with the
existing review process.

The task force worked with the technical and projects staffs and developed a
set of candidate questions that the PMs could use in assessing CBLA
submit tal s . These questions, described in Appendix F, would also be used by
the screening group to scrutinize the CBLAs and how they are being handled.
The screening group should look for submittals that do not need to be sent to
the technical branches for review. Through this screening function, the staff
should identify any CBLAs that were mislabeled,(i.e. licensing actions that do
not meet the criteria for a CBLA), are generic, were previously done, are not
appropriate for policy reasons, and should identify other areas of the CBLA
review process that could be improved.

The task force worked extensively with the TS Amendments Screening Panel on
their review to identify more efficient methods to review TS amendment
requests, as discussed References 6 through 8. Because the panel's current
role is similar to the screening function needed for CBLAs, the task force
believes that their responsibilities should be expanded to include review of
CBLAs. They are well experienced in screening amendments and searching for
review efficiencies. They should report to the CBLA focal-point manager for
this CBLA screening function.

.

To maintain the appropriate focus on CBLAs, they should be tracked and their
status periodically reported to senior managers. A quarterly report should be
prepared that lists the various plant's CBLAs, their worth,. status, and any
problems. To track CBLAs, a separate Planned Activity (PA) number for CBLAs,
as recommended by PMAS/NRR, should be developed.

8.3 Avoid Unnecessarv Reliance on Technical Staff Resources-

The task force discovered cases in which work had been unnecessarily sent to
the technical staff for review. In some cases, this work could have been done ;

by the PMs or by a Project Engineer. For example, some line-item TS
improvement submittals were sent to the technical branch for review that did

:

-_ _ _ - _ _ - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - .
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not involve any compelling technical issues requiring such a review. In other
cases, issues that the licensee could have resolved were submitted to the NRC
for review. For example, many commitment changes that did not require a
formal NRC review were sent to technical branch. Also, the task group found
several licensing actions that are " contingency" requests. That is, the
situation from which the licensee is seeking relief didn't exist at the time
of the submittal and was not expected to exist in the future, but may
hypothetically exist in the future. PMs and PDs should strive to minimize
these types of requests, which unnecessarily utilize technical staff and
agency resources. Better screening and prioritization of CBLAs, as discussed
in Section 8.4, will be instrumental in controlling the amount and nature of
work being requested of the technical staff.

8.4 Enhance Prioritization
The current system for assigning priorities places very little emphasis on
specific inclusion of cost considerations for prioritizing licensing actions.
The nexus between cost aversion and safety enhancements is only now being
specifically recognized. To assist in assigning priorities to CBLAs, specific
cost information should be sought from the licensees and factored into the
CBLA's priority. Other information that would assist the PM in identifying
the most appropriate and efficient means of accomplishing the review is '

described in Appendix F and would be used for screening as previously
discussed. In the long term, the guidance for assigning priorities to
licensing actions should be modified to include a cost-based scale as a
factor.

In studying the success of the Virginia Power's CBLAs, we noted that the
licensee clearly prioritizes the submittals with respect to all their
licensing submittals and this enabled the PM clearly under:tand the relative
importance of each CBLA. This licensee-assigned prioriy enabled NRR to better
assign its own priorities and will become increasingly important as the number
of CBLAs submittals increase.

As a check on CBLA priorities and proper treatment of these submittals, the
screening group prevmsly discussed should periodically review the list and
status of all licensing actions, including CBLAs, assigned to each Branch.
The emphasis of this review would be to identify bottlenecks or issues-

hampering expeditious review and to aid the staff in ensuring that CBLAs are
being properly handled, without compromising safety significant reviews. This
periodic review, which shot 'd be done under the auspices of the new CBLA focal
point manager and with the respective Branch Chief, should have as a corollary
goal to find items that can be taken off the list to be returned to the
licensee, assigned to the PM, sent to the appropriate Owners' Group for a
generic evaluation, and so forth. This review is intended to further assist
in controlling the amount and nature of work requested of the technical staff.

8.5 Promptly Determine Policy

While accomplishing its assigned tasks, the task force encountered instances
where indecision about policy was delaying progress on issues. These
instances, some of which are described in Appendix E, resulted from reviewers
and lower-level managers not informing more senior managers about the

.

'

specifics of a case and the need for a decision. The screening group and new
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CBLA focal-point manager should be sensitive to these instances and should
assist in fostering rapid policy decision making or obtaining management
guidance.

32f Review Issues Generically
To avoid unnecessary increases in the review backlog and to enhance review '

efficiencies, both the industry and the staff should handle issues
generically, where possible. One way of accomplishing this would be to
designate the PM for the plant submitting a generic CBLA as the lead PM for
that CBLA and responsible for promulgating information to ease the review
efforts of other PMs having the same CBLA. Also, the staff should be
sensitive to situations where similar CBLAs could be grouped into one review
performed on a broader basis. In such situations, NRC may consider asking the
industry to perform a larger, more bounding review to encompass a wider
spectrum of plants and submittals, thus enhancing AIRR review efficiency.

8.7 Create Review Templates -

In meetings with SCSB/NRR and EMEB/NRR, the technical branches briefly
discussed documents being developed that will allow PMs to review certain
submittals normally reviewed by the technical branches. These documents
should increase the review efficiency of the NRC staff, and other branches
should search for similar circumstances, especially with respect to CBLAs.

9 CONCLUSIONS

from the task force's evaluation of licensee submittals of CBLAs and the NRC's
'review of them, the staff drew the following eight conclusions:

(1) CBLAs Are Not New

In its review of how NRR was handling CBLAs, the task force determined that
CBLAs are not new. Licensees were proposing CBLAs before the NRC began its
efforts to review regulations O at are marginal to safety in order to reduce
unnecessary burdens on the licensees. Furthermore, including cost savings
with safety is not new because licensees' integrated schedules, which the NRC
approves, have always considered both costs and safety, although averted costs

never quantitatively considered.4

.

(2) The NRR Review System Is Not Broken

The current NRR review process, discussed in Section 2, to manage the review
of licensing actions is not broken in that- NRR is reviewing CBLAs without a
reduction in plant safety ard that NRR does not have a significant backlog of
CBLAs. The task force could not find any CBLAs that were not being worked on ;

in some manner and Virginia Power's experience with CBLAs - discussed in J

Section 3 - shows that they are being reviewed. However, the task force i
irecognized that there are currently relatively few CBLAs submitted.

Nonetheless, to the credit of the NRC staff, the task force could not find
evidence of safety being compromised because the staff was reviewing CBLAs. l

i

_ - _ _ _ __

i
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(3) NRC Receptivity of CBLAs Is New
:

What is new is NRC's stated receptivity to help licensees control costs
through the consideration of requests for changes to plant commitments,
requirements, and TSs. In the past, NRC stated that these requests would have
a low priority and be acted on only as resources were available. Generally,
licensees did not submit these requests because they believed that the NRC
would not act on them.

(4) Cost Savinos for Licensees Should Be Considered

In reviewing CBLAs, the task force considered whether something inherent in
including cost savings or cost that would jeopardize NRR's responsibility to
protect the health and safety of the public. The task force could not find
anything inherent in considering costs to assigning priorities to NRC's
reviews that would jeopardize NRR's responsibilities to the public. - Safety *

remains NRC's primary goal, and the safety of the plants should be improved
through direct and indirect effects of the NRC allowing licensees to minimize
their costs through prudent relief requests.

(5) Licensees Need Guidance

Discussions with the nuclear industry showed that most licensees are just i

starting a CBLA program. A survey of the industry by NUMARC indicates that
about two-thirds of the licensees will have such a program. The.CBLA programs
of four licensees discussed in Section 3 were significantly different. The ,

task force concludes that licensees need guidance on how they should proceed
with these programs. The recommendations in Section 10.1 are intended to
provide this guidance.

_

i

(6) Sionificant Increase in Licensina Action Submittals Expected
|

'
The task force estimates that the number of licensing actions submitted could
increase about 400 a year in each of the next 2 years. The existing review
system without additional staff could not handle this influx without an
increase in the backlog of licensing actions. Recommendations on how to-
handle this increase in submittals are given in Section 10. Continued
management attention is imperative to ensure the NRC is responsive to this
important industry initiative.

(7) Staff Uncertainty Exists on NRR Direction

The CBLA Task Force is only one of many groups that the NRC has extablished to
suggest ways to reduce unnecessary regulatory burden on licensees. The NRC
needs to address the staff's uncertainty about the overall.NRR direction
resulting from the work of these groups and the manner in which all the groups
and their recommendations mesh. Also, licensees and the NRC staff differ in .

'

their interpretations of what a licensee commitment is and when a commitment
can be changed without NRC approval. These differences affect.the NRC i

workload because licensees submit unnecessary licensing action which results i
'

in the use of staff resources that could be better spent elsewhere. This is
discussed in Section 10.2.2. ;

i

*

. . _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ - _ . _ _ - _ . _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .
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The NRC staff is somewhat confused about whether a plant-specific proposal
should be considered when there is ongoing or planned generic activity. For
example, should an exemption be considered when rulemaking is in progress on
the same issue. Furthermore, as discussed in Section 7, confusion exists
among the staff about how costs should be included in NRC staff reviews.

(8) Cost Beneficial Licensina Activities

The task force examined a variety of licensing actions that were cost
beneficial, but the task force did not examine generic licensing activities
that could have significant cost impact on licensees yet not have a
significant safety benefit. Based on an assessment of how licensing
activities are generated and assigned priorities, the task force concluded
that licensing activities that have a significant cost component need not
receive any elevated NRC attention. as recommended for CBLAs, because
licensing activities already receive sufficient attention or are handled as
CBLAs. -

10 RECOMMENDATIONS

To be responsive to an almost certain increase in CBLA submittals and to
minimize an increase in the backlog of licensing actions, both the NRC and the
industry need to improve their internal processes as well as the way in which
they communicate with each other. The recommendations in Sections 10.1 and
10.2 are to achieve improvements in these processes. Further, these
improvements may have more long-term payoffs to the NRC and the industry than
easing the immediate workload problems associated with an increase in CBLA
submittals.

10.1 Licensee and Industry Imorovements

10.1.1 Adequately Communicate with NRC

If a licensee decides to embark on a program to find CBLAs, it must do so with
the regulatory agenda for its plant in mind and should adequately communicate !

its intentions and specifics to the Project Manager and, as appropriate, the |
Regional staff. The licensee should communicate such items as the program's
overall methodology, schedule, technique for assigning priorities, and impact j
on other work. ,

1

|10.1.2 Prioritize CBLAs and Other Requests

Each licensee should assign a numerical priority to every licensing action
submitted and being developed for submittal to the NRC, including CBLAs, so
that both the licensee and the NRC staff are aware of the relative importance
to the licensee of all items needing staff attention.

10.1.3 Concentrate on Host Significant CBLAs

Along with assigning priorities to its work, a licensee should concentrate on
those licensing actions that are the most important and are the most amenable
to rapid resolution by the NRC. The licensee should not be pursuing CBLAs
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that are of low-cost benefit.

10.1.4 Prepare High-Quality Submittals

Licensees should concentrate on developing top quality submittals since lesser
quality documents require significantly more effort by the NRC staff and,
ultimately, by the licensee. Delays in reviewing poor quality submittals are
common.

,

10.1.5 Avoid Contingency and Unnecessary Submittals

A licensee should only submit issues that require NRC approval. It should
carefully review each issue to determine on its own if the pertinent
regulation (e.g.,10 CFR 50.59 or 50.54) (Ref.11) requires the NRC to approve
the contemplated action. This determination should then be clearly
articulated to the NRR PM and, if appropriate, the Regional -staff. In
addition, the licensees should not submit licensing actions that are
" contingency" requests unless clearly necessary and discussed beforehand with
the PM. *

10.1.6 Properly Support Submittals

Once a submittal has been made, the licensee must be prepared to support the
NRC review of that submittal in a timely manner and be prepared to respond
promptly to que:tions and RAls that may arise. The licensee should also
follow up with the NRC to ensure its requests are being promptly considered.

10.1.7 Include Cost Information

if the licensee wishes to have a particular submittal considered as a CBLA,
cost information, including the basis for the estimation, should be included
with the submittal. Absent this information, the submittal shouldn't be
identified as a CBLA. The industry should be encouraged to develop a generic
methodology for licensees to estimate cost savings.

10.1.8 Submit Lead Plants for Generic Approaches

Licensees should work together (e.g., through owners' groups or NUMARC) to
develop generic submittals for NRC review. A generic approach could reduce
the overall licensee time in developing a submittal and the NRC time spent
reviewing it.

10.2 NRC Process Imorovements

The following recommendations are primarily short-term. The new CBLA focal
point manager should find ways to include the recommendations into the line
organization if appropriate. As an aid in assessing the resources needed to
implement these recommendations, Appendix A describes the manpower needed to
implement each recommendation.

f

- , _ _ _ _ _ _- __ _____ ________ _________ _ _ _ _
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10.2.1 Maintain Focal Point for CBLA Effort ,

.

Although the CBLA Task Force originally was considered only a short-term
effort to identify and sponsor process improvements necessary to address the
industry's CBLA efforts, the value of having a specifically identified manager
as the lead for the continuing CBLA effort has become evident to the task
force and should be continued. The manager should continue to solve problems
hampering CBLA reviews, maintain close contact with the industry to hear their
concerns, and keep the Regional staff adequately informed.

10.2.2 Coordinate Related Task Forces' Recommendations

Throughout the CBLA review effort, the task force has stayed abreast of the
activities of the other groups involved in reducing unnecessary regulatory
burden to the licensees. Because the recommendations and findings from these
groups are related to CBLAs, these groups need to coordinate their
recommendations and any implementation plans. The task force recommends that
the manager described in Section 10.2.1 be that coordinator.

10.2.3 Implement Review Efficiency Improvement Heasures

The task force identified a number of measures that could improve the overall
efficiency of CBLA reviews, which are discussed in Section 8 and are
summarized in Sections 10.2.3.1 through 10.2.3.6.

10.2.3.1. Screen and Track All CBLAs

All CBLAs should be screened and tracked to ensure consistent identification
and treatment, as well as to look for situations requiring management
attention. Screening should minimize non-required or contingency review
situations. The screening function should be conducted by the existing
TS Amendments Screening Panel under the direction of the new CBLA focal point
manager. A periodic report to senior managers should be prepared on the
status of all CBLAs. To facilitate tracking, the task force recommends that
CBLAs be identified by a new PA number.

10.2.3.2. Avoid Unnecessary Reliance on Technical Staff for Reviews

Better oversight and control is needed to eliminate technical staff reviews of
submittals which (1) can be done by the Projects organization, (2) are
unnecessary (i.e., can be done under 10 CFR 50.59), or (3) are contingency
submittals.

10.2.3.3 Enhanced Assignment of Priorities

Utilizing cost and other information from the licensee as well as the existing
NRR guidance for assigning priorities, CBLAs should be so named and
prioritized. In the long term, this guidance guidance should be modified to .

include a cost-based scale for assigning priorities to all licensing actions.

._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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10.2.3.4 Promptly Decide Policy

Managers should be sensitive to situations where a policy decision is needed
to facilitate resolution of a CBLA issue. The CBLA focal-point manager should
be active in these situations and should work with the senior management,
including the Executive Team when necessary, to obtain guidance and decisions.

10.2.3.5 Handle Issues Generically

Managers and reviewers should strive to identify situations where either the
NRC or the industry can handle an issue ganerically. For industry, this would
include the designation of a lead plant for the review, and for the NRC, this
would include designating the PM for the plant as the lead for the generic
CBLA.

10.2.3.6 Create Review Templates

To the extent possible, technical branches should identify review topics and
situations for which a compilation of past evaluations would readily enable
the Projects organization to complete the reviews.

10.2.4 Discuss New CBLA Direction With NRR and Regional staffs

Both the NRR and regional staff need a better understanding of the new NRC
direction for regulatory reduction, in general, and CBLAs in particular.
Because cost has previously not been a consideration in assigning priorities,
the staff will need guidance and coaching on resolving these issues. The-fact
that cost is only a basis for assigning a priority to the review and not a ,

basis for approving or denying the request must be clearly articulated >

throughout the NRC. The September 17, 1993, memorandum (see Ref. 10) may have
to be followed up with workshops, group discussions, division-level seminars,
or other actions to improve the staff's understanding of the new direction.

10.2.5 Understand Licensee's CBLA Program

Licensees are not using the same methodology to develop their CBLA programs,
as discussed in Section 3. The PH should understand his or her licensee's
CBLA program, its plan, methodology, timing, overall impact on the plant,
interrelation with other licensee cost-reducing programs at other plants, and
so forth. The PM should have meetings with his or her licensee and regional
counterpart to ensure the highest level of communication and coordination.

10.2.6 Improve Report Retrieval and Word Search Capability

ADPR/NRR is investigating the electronic transfer of letters and safety
evaluation reports from NRR to the licensees. This should be supported and
expanded to include the capability of retrieving any NRC safety evaluation
report by key word search. The capability should then be provided to the PMs ,

and the technical branches.

7

I

, _ . - - _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ . - _ _ _ _ _ - - - _ _ _ - _ _ _ - _ _ . _ - . - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . . . _ _ _ _ - - _ _
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10.2.7 Develop a New Definition for CBLAs

The definition of a CBLA should be changed to remove the subjective nature of
the phrase " low safety significance" in the current definition. The goal is to
have an easily understood and repeatable definition of CBLAs for the NRC staff
and the industry. The designGion "CBLA" on a licensing action could then be
a basis to assign a review priority above 3 and would result in special
screening and tracking. The staff and industry should work together to arrive
at the new definition. On the basis of preliminary discunions with NUMARC,
the task force developed the information shown in Appendix G which contains
some potential CBLA attributes.

10.2.B Provide Guidance to Licensees

Discussions with the nuclear industry show that most licensees are just
starting a CBLA program. The task force believes that licensees will need
guidance on how they should submit CBLAs. An Administrative Letter should be
prepared that gives licensees the needed guidance, part of which may be
contained in this report.
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APPENDIX A

RESOURCE ESTIMATES

.

The table shown below is an estimate of the resource needs to implement the
recomendations discussed in the CBLA final-report. The table does not
describe the impact on the staff members beyond those directly assigned to the
new CBLA focal-point manager. For example, the work the PMs and PDs will have
to do to understand their licensee's CBLA programs is not included in the
table. Also, there is overlap between some of the recomendations which
complicates estimating the work associated with each recomendation. For
ease in developing the resource needs, the overlap has been qualitatively
described, but has not been quantified. For example, the efforts of the focal
point manager would undoubtedly go toward some of the specific items
associated with improving review ef(iciency and they have been included but
not quantified.

TABLE OF RESOURCE NEEDS

RECOMENDATION FTE

10.2.1 Maintain focal point for CBLA effort 1.0

10.2.2 Coordinate related task forces' recommendations 0.17

10.2.3 Implement review efficiency improvement measures 0.39

10.2.4 Discuss new CBLA direction with NRR and regional 0.22
staff

10.2.5 Understand Licensee's CBLA programs -
,

10.2.6 Improve report electronic retrieval capability -

10.2.7 Develop a new definition for CBLAs 0.05

10.2.8 Provide guidance to licensees 0.30

TOTAL 2.13 = 2.2 FTE
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BASIS FOR RESOURCE ESTIMATES

10.2.1 One manager working full time. j

10.2.2 One meeting a month with other groups. One day preparing for and ,

attending the meeting and two days followup. (3 days / month -

288 hrs /1650 hrs = 0.17 FTE)

10.2.3 Resource estimates for improving CBLA review efficiency:

10.2.3.1 Focal Point for CBLAs - included in 10.2.1.
10.2.3.2 Screen and Track CBLAs - the majority of this effort will

be done by the already existing TS Screening Group.
However, the role of CBLA focal-point manager as screening
oversight will be new and can be estimated based on one
meeting every 2 weeks, and 1/2 day per week for preparation
(4 days / month 384. hrs /1650 hrs = 0.23 FTE)

Publish CBLA report - I week every 3 months to collect,
analyze and publish CBLA data (160 hrs /1650 hrs = 0.10 FTE)

10.2.3.3 Avoid Unnecessary Reliance on ADT - included in the
screening function described in 10.2.3.2. Occasional
elevation to senior management issues needing decision are
included in 10.2.1.

10.2.3.4 Enhanced Assianment of Priorities - included in
10.2.3.2 and 10.2.3.3.

10.2.3.5 Promptiv Decide Poliev - included in 10.2.3.3.
10.2.3.6 Handle Issues Generically - working with industry and

staff to identify generic issues is mostly included in
10.2.1. However, as an additional item, meeting with each
Branch once to implement this item as well as the next is
included in this estimate. 1/2 day per mtg + 1/2 day
followup. (1 day /mtg x 12 branches = 12 days = 0.06 FTE)

10.2.3.7 Create Review Templates - included in 10.2.3.6.

30.2.4 Two days at each region and one day with every tech branch (except
ADAR and DRIL) and PD and 6 weeks to write another guidance
memorandum, including memo to PMs on CBLA implementation. (2 days x
5 regions + 1/2 day x 12 branches + 6 weeks = 0.22 FTE)

,

30.2.5 The majority of work for this item will be for individual PMs PDs,
and Regional staff. Also, included in 10.2.1.

30.2.6 The recommendation has no resource impact for the CBLA staff
because it would be done by PMAS or 1RM.

30.2.7 Two weeks to develop a new CBLA definition and discuss with NRC and
industry personnel. (2 weeks = 0.05 FTE)

30.2.8 Three months to write an ADMIN letter. Assume no need for CRGR
l review. (3 months = 0.3 FTE)

|
FTE assumes 1650 hours / year = 1.0 FTE; total is rounded up to nearest 0.1 FTE.

_ - _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - - _ _ _ _ _ - _ - - _
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APPENDIX B J

TABLES

A list of the tables in this appendix is given below:

Table 1 Work Completed by Review Priority and Calendar Year :

Table 2 Work Completed by Project Manager ("PM") or Technical Staff ("TS") '

by Calendar Year

Table 3 Status of Virginia Electric Power Company (Virginia Power) Cost
Beneficial Licensing Actions (Submitted)

Table 4 Status of Millstone Units 1, 2, and 3 and Haddam Neck Cost
,

Beneficial Licensing Actions !

**

Table 5 Status of Florida Power Corporation / Crystal River Unit 3 Cost - !

Beneficial Licensing Actions ;

Table 6 Status of Entergy's Cost Beneficial Licensing Actions-

Table 7 Virginia Power Incoming Submittals by Calendar Year Corrected to
Estimate a Total for 1993 :

Table 8 Submittals Under Consideration by Virginia Power Cost Beneficial i

licensing Actions- '

Table 9 Number of Licensees Submittals (Incoming) And The Inventory by?
Calendar Year

!

Table 301 Philadelphia Electric Company Submittals (Incoming) by Calendar Year _ '

Corrected to Estimate a Total for 1993 ;

;

A table giving the meanings for the acronyms in the above ten tables is on the !
next page.

*
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hTkOD TICHMCAL 57tCIFICAT10N CRANGE SUBhCTTAL C0571AV1.N05 5TATUS
DATE

3.* NAP 5 H :h Hs 4 Sarsr> 14acuan hump 7%= 03/5693 TBD Appread0823 M.
I w em:

2 SP5 Rs cwe Ceebes Syoue (RCS)1 mop $isp $~w TBD Approved

V.A Inesrnact

3.* MAPS Acomatic !schnee of Ranid.saf Hess M/2743 TBD Branch afety remberme das
Reawwal Syman free he RCS Ot!3093.

4. MAP 5 Radand Nanbss ofIaW Samme 0742M $140 dimment Branct afssy reshanes dus

Gcmanners 01/0413.

S. SF5 Semeltizad Stair. lass Siss! Piphy tasyseams 07C33 1129 disummed per

Fear

6. Mars Enhad th-Type A Tem 07/ toss $750 sammad Approved 094733.
Sckd.ns (R' hasa)

7. MAP 5 - Pr :moure Reise Frugwaary 07/0L93 $140 6eimand per

Fuer

8. D.cve e IJNest blames Esport Fregumacy 07/1693 5 7 dummmad per Branch safag svabatism due

rent st/15n

9. Relocau and Enime % Asm.rnnas Amda 07/2493 $450 temend per Branch safary evabation due

F,e ,wenes year 11/1593.

10. SPS te. Prowe Turt es Blads laspeesmas 09'2393 TBD Radwe number of asp-+-
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TARLZ K STATUS OF VDrGDCA ELR"TR2C 70%T3t COMPANY (Yagonin PW
CCST BDtD1CLAL UCDt3Ddo ACTIONI (DCEMFDON1)

NUMBD DCD& DONS StShCTTAL COST 1AYDios STATUS
DATE

1. Ducrumm Fraramry of Emerasesy Piaperadame 06 % 92 8200 sammad per Rgeand. M d=mee baang
GF) AmantDra pour pursund.

2. NAP 5.Caus!!D93 EP AmmaalDrW Ov1L93 3175 tummand Appewwsd 05'10S5.

3. SPS . t0 CD Pan 50, Aegendia 3 h- 053135 TBD Cemensamey szemymme.
lassew Imd his Tas

TAB 113D . STAlt's OF VDtGDCA D.frTRJC PowD COMPANY (Viryn W .

COST BD(ETIC 1AL UEN1:NQ ACDONS (RUI.DdAEDdC)

|

NUMBD RULD4AJONO SUBhCTTAL C0571AVINGs STATUS
i DATE

I. Lwnency Preparadamm AmomJ DriD 113952 1286 WM per today s pmed e over.
V'at

2 Defaut oo of safery.rehad TBD TBD Refemd no E'MA3tC b DS/17S3
numar.

-

). less Tha N+1 NRC Assssans lasg=we a e TBD $240 emmend per RafsW to E' MARC h 09/07S3
( Good hat $ne yer Isaar.

femessema.

FOTE A11 tDDTrnED 155tT5 Aff FOR fcTM *N AM' A$rD '5P5*. NORTH A*N A AA'D 5ti.RIY PouTW STAT 10W5Ent1135 OTW17%i3E
IN DIC A TT.D

*= Th s are un coensisesd no be C3LAs by abs im.
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TABM 4A . STATUS OF hC1DTONE LDCT31,2. AND 3 AND MADDAM NBCE

C057 BDTFICIALUCEN$ING ACTIONS (COMhCTMDM)

WUbODL COMhCDENT SUBhCTTAL C057 &AWNGS STATU3
DATE

1. Cemhstible Om Campol fhC:hneen Una 1) CVmg3 um- Appevved 08/2093.

2. Hardened Vans Duh and A ' 07A253 88 to 2 enee t " investigating shareseve
$dadule (MJhname Unk 3) vem daign =Uc6 will dehy sus

h%tA of k hasdened veut

3. Insedhh of Rad.mdass Hydroge Manhar CultLT2 02rn93 32 to 3 maine Uasens owbebdjetifkeems for
O'h Unk 1) eingle dnamelmanhar.

tuw h inarged dartng
m operames.

t Seisumie lasum OUhname Unk I and Haddam 07/ #p3 Sl to 10 smEsa f 6 needsso as anernme}ve
Ned) appnad to tunehs tbs rummanag

klican 7914 meuss.

TABM dB - STATUS or ECU.3 TONE UNIT 31,2. AND 3 AND HADDAM NECK

COST BENEF1CLAL UCENSING ACT10N5 (T.S. CRANGD)

71CHNICAL 5PECIFICATION CMANGD SUBhCTTAL CO37 $AMNGS 3TATUS
DATE

WhtBD

1. Summ Gamemer (5G) Tuhs Lenir Creers (Haddam C7/3142 0812913 Maome NRJt b not revirsing pinas.
Ned) N9383 specifk $0 tube phqgag

eders as thm tems.

2. Une Fuel Anwebh Pomas Rads k the Spant Fus! Peel c5!!S93 54 no lo mLas Tu b n ded for fu11 sors
(hurwoe Uma 2) e%=d e abs spent fuel pool

mArr1994.

TABU 4C. STATV5 0F MTIDTONE UhTT51. 2. AND 3 AND HADDAM hTCE
COST EDUICLAL UCEN5ING AC110N5 (DGMPT10N3)

WUh(BD EXD07)ON3 $UBhCTTAL COST 5AVINO3 STATUS
DATE

3. TW kg Enemtoon (Headas Nad) 11/2392 01/04 93 $1 mDen n!km ecetinued use of hhg
an a firt bamer. De:Jed July
1993.

2. Seed.hr EaerscGas fnen Asynda B and C 01/1193 C3/22MB M&ams one-time exampuan, approved
Tom *ga---- ------ 04/0553.
(Haddam Nect)

.
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TA33 SA . '.'TATUS OF P1DRIDA PO%D CORPORATIONCRYSTAL ttv5R UNIT 3
C057 BEh'D1C1AL UCDi& LNG ACTIONS (COh0CTMDrTS)

hVhSD COMMmdENT5 $U5hCTTAL COET SAVDdOS STATUS

DATE
.

8. Sasusty h TBD !arsses deby % amenhasme j
en ', .- _ z h what mean i

SmEW.
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TABl.15B - STATV5 OF nDRJDA PO4D CORPORATION / CRYSTAL RTVDt UNTT 3 ,

C057 BDelCIAL UCDistNG AC"n0N5 (T.8 CMANGD)

hTMBD TICHMICAL 1PECD1 CAT 10N CRANGES SUBhCTTAL CO$7 SAVIN 05 STATUS
DATE j

t. Te $p.ciraGa Ah usee Cosweb seemed $200 em med j
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TAB 3 SC STAWS OF nDRIDA PowD CORPORAT10NICRY$7AL RNZ3t UhTT 3 -|
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I
!

kTMBDt OTMD ACT10h* SUBMITTAL C057 EAVINGS STATUS j
DATE L

f
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#
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TABLI 4 + KTATUS OF DUDCTS COET BENIFlQAL UCDM ACTION 3
,

NUMBD ACTION SUBhCTTAL COST SAVIN 05 STATUS !

DATE
'

3. le CTR Part M Appsom J et/ IBM EM.7manne Under esdser.

Bar' s Seewh herals 0057M $30.5 smEmo Undesudsw. ;2. a
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TAR 12 7. Ym0MA POWElt INConCNO SLDhCTTALS 37 CALDfDAR YMR ;
'

CCRRICTD10 BTU 4M A TOTAL POR 1995

CALDfDAlt YEAR UCDd1D*O ACTION 5 UCENSING ACTIYTTTES TUTAL

3980 M $$ TI
,

9989 SS 40 185 i

i

1990 FF M ISS ;

9998 ' W SE 77

9992 M 37 SOB

1993* M M 138
,

_.
,

?

UcENs!NO ACTIONS BY FIAW 5

CAID!DAR YEAR EURRY SURRY NORlMANNA NORTH ANNA TOTAL
UN!T I LH1T 2 UM7T 4 LN!T 2

'
IM8 8 7 18 30 M

IM9 34 IS Il 15 $$ .

>

1990 34 21 23 27 97 ,
,

IMI 17 18 13 Il 99
,

1992 20 20 l$ 31 M

19918 26 29 19 20 M
. 2,

r

.

- (<

l. ' TTnts BY PLANT

Call.NDAR YTAR { NORTH ANNA NORTH ANNA r

$URRY UhTT 2 UNTT I LHIT 2 TOTALSt%Y Uh17 I i ,

IMI le 10 9 6 33

1969 16 16 Il 13 80

1990 9 8 10 W H

1991 3 6 5 2 is
. . _

SMG 10 le 9 8 37

19918 9 8 9 8 M !

!

W .

* = An artamos == made fa se een er 1993 fmes W dm.
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TARE LA- SUEM TTAIJ L7fDD COW 5!DDA110N BY VDGDf1A POWER
C057 BD'IMC1AL UCEN5ING AC710N5 (COhoiCThDTTI)

NLWD COhD4TMENT5 sV5hCTTAL 0057 &AVIN05 8TATUS
DATE

1. NAPS Baaar 84 tv- % e5555 8 d. smanad per Reviisd m h
year

2. souG cr* ria in 3,r nny o.a. s.97 sw m see.n manaa
L " R Tg + =aw Qum W mme (Fesus
Imen)
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Fuer
W

4. Esview of Tre h:4 Rasemrumann tw M3 1350.smassedpm
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6 Decneae GD Fene eary Rens hum 1 12/ M3 TED

1. Raduce Tmerasne) Pr9*reda==s Plant Samff $11 194 $730 as mand par

Aspacm suas yunt

Gone man)

8. Smir) Aarurance Top. cal Repen. Ovused 037 M TBD
Arpenact 6 ens man)

9. GL B&lO Motor Openud Valw Ovagag TBD TBD N*aded in Nore Amme riAnlag

Fans ham) e6enge.

TABM sh SUDCTTA!J UNDD CON 5fDI2ADON BY V13tCINIA POWDt
C017 BENU1CIAL UCEN5fNO ACDONS (T.S. CHANGI3)

e

NLWD TIERNICAL 5FECIDCAT10N CMANCD SUBhCTTAL C0$T1AVDiG5 STATUS
DATE

I. Appreda R.'Appenda A rn Pnnecties 12/ 33 TBD
Cocanowa Gons kan)

2. Independas sang'ang of Safcry Evahamass 301 93 $190. &amand per
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3. Dwr=== Anasa.9 Feedvaiar hamp Tan 80/ #3 Sil. samend per
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TABM SE SUBWJTTALS LHDD CON 1!DDAT10N BY VDCDCA POWER I

COST BD'IFICIALUCEN5D80 ACTIONS (RLUJdAED80) !

NUMBD RLUMAED40 SUBhCTTAL Coff SAVINGS STATUS '

DATE i
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TAB 12 9. NUleDt OF UCENSE23'st%WTTALS GNCOldD80) AND
THE DfVD(TORY BY CA12NDAR YEAR

!

CA12NDAR INCOhCNO UCIN5II $tSid!TTAlJ
YEAR .

UCEN1Dio ACTIONS UCENED80 AC1TVITE5 TOTAL [
r

-IM8 M9 H23 ties

IM9 1 212 1814 30M

1990 Het Im3 gese ;

;

1991 M79 19s 32M a

IM2 1522 lese 3372
.

1993* 848 188 lect

www

COMF12 TID UCEN312 SL1*TTA13

'
CA12NDAR YEAR UCD3!NO ACTIONS UCEN5fMG ACTTV!1tI3 TOTAL

1988 278 407 885

1939 Mrl IM2 2170

1990 34IS 3044 3537

1951 1491 SD4 2725

1992 1k6 1981 2607
,

>

1993* MS 647 1882

CALINDAR NET CHANGE TO THE INVENTDRY
YEAR

UCEN1tNO ACT10N5 UCENSING ACTIVITfD Tr)TAL

1988 +441 4 814 +1273

1999 +3 4 + 352 + e46

1990 + 49 -839 864

1991 12 439 . 453

1992 + 34 . Il 35

1993* *M * 123 27
, , .

C G TAR DNDf!ORY
YEAR

_UCENSING ACTIONS
UCEN3!NO ACm'!TTES TUTAL

1985 180 9 2006 3053

1989 IM3 2558 3MI

19po 1294 1839 3R33

SMI 1282 1100 2882

iM2 1258 8009 2M7
.

1993* 3164 1210 2374

m new.
* = Dean for 1993 6 as My 30.1993.
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TABLE 10. PH!!ADIU41A ELECTRIC COMPANY SU3MrTTAU (D8COWD80)
BY CAlbtDAB YIAA CORABCTED 10 DTDdATE A TOTAL POR 1995

,

UCD1!NG ACTONI SUBhCTTA15
r

CALD*DAR YEAR * IlMDUCE UNIT I nemtv UMIT2 PEACH DOTTOW PEAC3I TUTAL
,

OHff t DOTTOW UNIT 2

1966 8 8 2 1 0 4
1966-2 - S 7 2 8 13
emmt 8 9 3 1 21

IMSI 3 4 3 2 12
IMe-2 6 7 3 4 28
teenf 9 38 8 6 M

19948 5 8 12 8 *M
19942 6 8 8 3 19 -

emmi la 30 37 II 49

1993 1 5 $ 6 3 21
SMI2 S T S 4 21
tum! 10 12 Il 9 42

19921 5 5 9 7 N
1992 2 S S S 8 M ;
naal to 10 17 l$ $2 "

1993 5 10 le 9 7 M
1998 2' 6 6 le le 44
tem!* 16 M 25 25 to

_ _ .

W

* * An en:nnsu =w aneds for es em of 1991 free ihe 1.:=mw) de as repened immens amos nabahnh
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APPENDIX C

LICENSEES' COST BENEFICIAL LICENSING ACTIONS PROGRAMS

The task force focused on the CBLA programs of Virginia Power, HEU, FPC, and
Entergy because these licensees were perceived to have well-developed programs
to identify CBLAs. These four programs are discussed below. The tables
referred to in the following sections are also in Appendix B.

C.1 VIRGINIA ELECTRIC POWER COMPANY

Through its C6LA program, Virginia Power has identified cost savings of more
than 550 million. The issues listed in Table 3 are those that have been
submitted; those listed in Table 8 are being considered fo'r future submittals.
The licensee's estimated cost savings for each issue are given in the tables.

In the summer of 1992, Virginia Powe'r began a vigorous CBLA program by
conducting extensive interviews with its staffs at the stations and corporate
offices. The emphasis was on non-safety-significant changes to the plants.
Virginia Power obtained a large number of suggestions, which it further
evaluated. Each item was investigated in terms of its relationship to the
plant's licensing bases and/or regulatory origin. Items were further
evaluated for their cost benefit and safety significance and were prioritized.

Initially, Virginia Power used a rough prioritization method based on the
item's perceived importance but later developed a more detailed method to
quantify the individual items prioritization. Virginia Power used a multi-
tiered system that measured the individual item's safety significance, '

reduction in occupational exposure, plant availability impact, ease of
regulatory review, cost-savings potential, and so forth. These measurements
were combined, using a weighting factor system, and a net priority measurement
was derived. The net score was then used to schedule and perform reviews and
develop submittals for NRC review.

Characteristics of the Virginia Power CBLA program are that the CBLA submitted
to the NRC were usually straightforward and not controversial, plant-specific,
and result in immediate, as opposed to, delayed benefits to the licensee. On
the basis of the number of requests submitted by Virginia Power and approved
by the NRC, as shown in Table 3, the Virginia Power CBLA program should be
considered a success.

An important feature of the program that aided in its success is the degree
that Virginia Power has communicated with the NRC. Virginia Power and the FNs
frequently discuss the entire set of licensing actions submitted to the NRC
and being developed for submittal. Virginia Power has a " top ten" list of
actions that is updated monthly and enumerates, in priority order, the
licensing actions important to the licensee, including CBLAs.

Another feature of the program is that the early submittals were dominated by
requests to relax commitments. Of the licensing actions submitted thus far
and shown in Table 3, over half are commitment changes. In discussions with
Virginia Power, the CBLA Task Force and the projects staff emphasized the
importance of the licensee determining w'ich actions can be performed without
NRC staff approval, thus reducing the number of submittals to NRC to only
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those needing NRC approval. For example, in its original presentations to the
NRC on its CBLA program, Virginia Power discussed the requirement to keep
sufficient personnel on shift to staff all positions in its emergency plan
within 30 minutes of declaration of an emeroenev. This requirement resulted
in Virginia Power having extra people not utilized for any other useful
purpose on back shifts. Virginia Power intended to submit a program change
request for NRC review; however, on the basis of subsequent staff discussions,
Virginia Power now believes that most of the burden coming from this
requirement can be ameliorated by a different interpretation of its plan. As
a result of its own review, Virginia Power now believes it can use personnel
already on shift and need not rely on others originally thougl.t to be needed.
Thus, a more careful evaluation of the existing requirements and procedures
has enabled the licensee to solve the problem on its own, without developing
and submitting a package for NRC review.

C.2 NORTHEAST UTILITIES (NEU)

NEU has identified cost savings of ibout $25 million. However, unlike
Virginia Power who developed and implemented a plan to find and then evaluate
all those requirements that were marginal to safety and costly, NEU only
identified items that were already under various stages of HRC staff review
and were also costly. These items, listed in Table 4, were both technically
and procedurally more complex than the Virginia Power items. Further, they
generally involved more difficult policy questions and are therefore not being
resolved as expeditiously as the Virginia Power items. Many of these items
are also generic.

In discussions with the licensee, NEU stated that its methods for prioritizing
their plant modifications were based on an integrated safety assessment
program that was developed with the NRC from the Systematic Evaluation Program
and Individual Risk Evaluation Plan of the NRC. The methodology includes the
determination of the change in the core melt frequency for each proposed
change, along with a ranking based on public safety, personnel safety,
economic performance, and personnel productivity. It is being used for
prioritizing plant modifications at Millstone Units I and 3, and Haddam Neck.
This method is not being used by the licensee to prioritize its licensing
actions, including the CBLAs.

NEU plans on embarking on a program to develop CBLAs and will work with the
industry and the NRC on these items. It is NEU's intent to develop a
prioritization scheme that would place in rational order the cost savings of
the different licensing actions it defelops.

C.3 FLORIDA POWER CORPORATION (FPC)

FPC only identified cost savings of about $7 million. Like NEU, FPC only
identified items that were already under various stages of NRC staff review.
These items include the Crystal River Unit 3 Improved Technical-
Specifications, the generic Nuclear Management and Resources Council (NUMARC)
positions on security, seismic-related issues, and procurement, and various
other cost-savings measures. These items with the status of the current
review and the projected cost savings in some cases are listed u Table 5.

The issues identified by FPL ."a Soth technically and procedurally more
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complex than the Virginia Power items. Further, they generally involve more
difficult policy questions and are, therefore, not being resolved as
expeditiously as the Virginia Power items.

C.4 ENTERGY

The Entergy CBLA program is significant and well-developed and was studied as
an example of a licensee's CBLA program. Through its CBLA program, Entergy
has identified cost savings of more than $110 million, the largest identified
cost savings of any CBLA program reviewed. The submitted and expected CBLAs
and the identified cost savings for each CBLA are given in Table 6. Entergy's
program includes fewer commitment changes than Virginia Power's program.

Whereas Virginia Power has emphasized srall, non controversial, plant-specific
issues, Entergy has focused on generic issues involving some difficult policy
issues. Since Entergy has made onix,a few submittals since August 1993, the
NRC staff has just started scheduling the reviews of the submittals and no
reviews have been completed, although one issue identified by Entergy has been
previously approved for Susquqbanna.

.

b
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APPENDIX D

ESTIMATED INCREASE IN LICENSING ACTION SUBMITTALS FROM LICENSEES

Considering the interest of the licensees in reducing costs at their plants,
the task force attempted to estimate what increase, if any, in the current
rate of licensing action submittals could be exsected for cost beneficial
licensing actions (CBLAs). The discussion on tie expected increase in
licensing action submittals to the NRC is broken down into the following
sections: the current inventory of CBLAs, the estimated increase in
submittals, and the current inventory of licensing actions. The tables
referred to in this appendix are all in Appendix B.

As a result of the discussions with NUMARC, industry, and its own review of
data on submittals from two licensees, the task force determined that there
likely will be an increase in CBLA submittals of about five per unit, per year
for the next 2 calendar years. This* number is in addition to the normal
number of submittals from the licensees and is based on the following data.

The task force had discussions with the Nuclear Management and Resources
Council (NUMARC) to estimate the additional staff work load that could be
expected regarding CBLAs and to determine if NUMARC would assist the licensees
in developing and coordinating CBLA methodology. NUMARC surveyed licensees on
CBLAs with the following results. Approximately two-thirds of the industry
responded to the survey. Licensees replied that 90 percent of the units
expected to submit an additional 5.4 CBLA submittals per unit, per year, for
the next two years and the licensees of 10 % of the units expected no increase
in the rate of submittals for CBLAs. One utility, with one unit, stated that
it did not expect to pursue CBLAs due to other priorities. The increase in

;

the annual rate of requests is expected to begin in the fourth quarter of 1993
or the first quarter of 1994.

Assuming the licensees who did not respond to the NUMARC survey will in fact !

submit the 5.4 additional submittals per plant, the estimate from NUMARC is an i
increase of approximately 400 submittals a year from the industry over for the !next 2 calendar years.

As a check on the estimate from NUMARC, the task force reviewed the number of
licensing actions submitted by Virginia Electric Power Company and
Philadelphia Electric Company since 1988 in Tables 7 and lo, and the total
number of licensing actions submitted since 1988 in Table 9. The tables are
in Appendix B.

,

(1) Vircinia Electric Power Company (Vircinia Power) j

The data for licensing submittals from Virginia Power includes 1992 when
Virginia Power began its CBLA program. The data for the year 1993 was
corrected by including the num>er of submittals that Virginia Power stated |

'that it expected to make in 1993. Virginia Power has four units: Surry Units
3 and 2 and North Anna Units I and 2.
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Table 7 gives the number of incoming submittals from Virginia Power for four
units for 1992 and 1993, licensing actions and licensing activities-

submittals. The data for 1993 was adjusted by including the number of
additional submittals Virginia Power expects to submit for the four units
during the remainder of 1993. Table 3 lists CBLAs that have been submitted by
Virginia Power since 1992. Table 8 lists the future CBLA submittals which
Virginia Power expects to make in 1993 and 1994.

Comparing the number of licensing actions submitted by Virginia Power for 1991
through 1993 in Table 7, 59 submittals for 1991 are before the CBLA program,
66 are during 1992 near the beginning of the CBLA program, and 94 are for 1993
after the CBLA program was established and functioning. The task force has no
explanation for the abnomaly of 97 licensing action submittals in 1990,
compared to the submittals in 1989 and 1991.

The data on Virginia Power indicate that the number of additional submittals
per unit shou'1'd rise slowly during the first 6 months of the CBLA program and
reach an increase of about 7 submittals per year. li.is increase is consistent
with th,e estimate from NUMARC.

(2) Philadelohia Electric Comoany (PECO)

The data in Table 10 for PECO includes 1993 when the company started its CBLA
program. The table gives the number of incoming licensing action submittals
from PECO for four units from 1988 to 1993: Limerick 1/2 and Peach
Bottom 2/3. The data for 1993 were corrected to include the number of
additional submittals PECO might submit for the four units during the rest of
1993.

Comparing the number of licensing actions submitted by PECO for 1990 thiwgh
1993, there is a fairly steady number of between 42 and 52 submittals per
year. In 1993, the year of the licensee's CBLA program, there is 36
submitthis in the first half of the year and an estimated 44 for the second
half of the year, for a total of 80. This is approximately an increase of 28
more submittals for 1993 compared to 1992, or about 7 more submittals per
plant. This is an increase of about 50 percent. Comparing the last half of
1992 to the first half of 1993, the increase for the licensee was from 26 to
36, or absut 40 percent.

The data on PECO indicates that the number of additional submittals per unit
could rise quickly during the first six months of the CBLA program and reach
an increase of about 7 submittals per year. This increase is consistent with
the data for Virginia Power and the estimate from NUMARC.
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(3) Licensino Action Submittals

There is also data on the total number of licensing actions submitted to NRC
from 1988 to 1993 in Table 9. The data for 1993 is from January 1, 1993 to
July 30,1993, or 7 months of the calendar year. If you increase the numbers
for 1993 by assuming the rate for the first 7 months will continue for the

-

remaining 5 months, the data for 1991 to 1993 is the following:

1. 1991 1479 submittals
2. 1992 1522
3. 1993 1442

This is a slight drop in licensing action submittals from 1991-1992 to 1993 of
about 0.5 submittals per plant er only 4 percent. This would seem to indicate
that although there is an increase from some licensees (i.e., Virginia Power
and PECO) there is not an increase in licensing actions coming frcm the
industry at this time.

.

The estimate of 400 additional submittals per year is consistent with the
number of additional submittals resulting from the Virginia Power and PECO
CBLA programs in 1993, but is not consistent with the decrease in the overall
number of licensing action submittals from the industry in 1993. This
estimated decrease in the submittal of licensing actions in 1993 is based on
looking at the number submitted in the calendar year 1993, from January 1,
1993 to November 15, 1993. The numbers for Fiscal Year (FY) 1993 in
Reference 18, however, show an increase through the year because it does not
include the drop in submittals occurring in the fourth quarter of 1993.

Although the number of licensing actions submitted for 1993 is currently .
projected to be smaller than that submitted for 1991 and 1992, the projected
decrease in 1993 is believed to be statistically unimportant (i.e., about
6 percent less than 1992 and 4 percent less than 1991) and only an indication
that the industry has not yet switched its licensing emphasis to submitting
CBLAs.

|

.
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APPENDIX E

FOCAL POINT FOR CBLA REVIEW PROBLEMS

The task force arranged several meetings on submittals from Entergy with the
technical branches reviewing the submittals. These submittals included the
Appendix J (of 10 CFR Part 50) exemption requests to reduce the current
frequency of the Type A tests and to allow performance-based Type B and C
tests, the removal of the loose parts monitoring system from the Grand Gulf
Technical Specifications, and the main steam isolation valve leakage control
system for Grand Gulf.

E.1 APPENDIX J EXEMPTIONS

The Containment Systems and Severe Accident Branch (SCSB)/NRR informed the
task force that the NRR staff was being directed to stop work on the 1991
proposed final Appendix J rule although several licensee had proposed
exemptions to Appendix J to remove the same requirements that would have been
removed if the Commission had approved the 1991 proposed final rule. Also,
Entergy had stated that it intended to submit exemptions for Grand Gulf on the
following issues, which were to be included in the 1993 marginal-to-safety
rulemaking on Appendix J by the Office of Nuclear Regulatory usearch (RES):
extend the frequency of Type A tests to once in 10 years and allow performance
based Type 8 and C tests. The question was what should NRR do with the
exemptions submitted in light of the rulemaking that ended with the final rule
not approved and of the future rulemaking. This involves the issue of.
rulemaking by exemption.

The task force held two meetings with the Office of the General Counsel (OGC),
RES, and SCSB/NRR to facilitate the resolution of the Appendix J rulemaking
and exemptions issues. Meeting summaries were issued on August 20 and
October 6,1993 (Refs.14 and 15). One meeting was held between RES and
SC5B/NRR on October 12, 1993. The meeting summary was issued on November 10,
1993 (Ref. 16).

The purpose of the meetings was to discuss rulemaking by exemptions, the 1991
proposed final rule that the Commission did not approve because the industry
sppeared to not want the reliefs in the rule while some licensees had
submitted limited exemptions for the same reliefs, and Entergy's exemptions
that involve some of the issues in the current 1993 marginal-to-safety
rulemaking.

The consensus of the meetings was that rulemaking by exemptions should be
avoided and " contingency" exemptions (i.e., exemptions requested now because
they may be needed later) should not be approved. However, licensees that
need exemptions now should have their requests acted on in a timely manner.-

It was decided that RES and SCSB/NRR would submit a joint SECY paper to the
Commission by December 1993 to identify the issues and options for Appendix J
changes and to recommend a course of action.
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E.2 LOOSE PARTS MONITORING SYSTEM

The requirements for the loose parts monitoring system were removed from the
new Standard Technical Specifications in accordance with the final policy
statement (Ref.17) approved by the Comission on the criteria that identifies
what should be in plant technical specifications. These requirements are to
be relocated to licensee documents. Based on the policy statement, Entergy
proposed to remove the system from the Grand Gulf Technical Specifications.

The technical branch that has the responsibility to review the loose parts
monitoring system submittal disagreed with the Technical Specifications Branch
(OTSB)/NRR as to the safety consequences and appropriateness of removing this
system from the new Standard Technical Specifications. The differences
between the technical branch and OTSB/NRR on removing the system from the new
Standard Technical Specifications had never been addressed. The task force
held a meeting with the branches to discuss the issues. The decision was that
the Grand Gulf PM would write the safety evaluation and the technical branch
would concur in the letter issuing the evaluation to the licensee.

E.3 MAIN STEAM ISOLATION VALVE LEAKAGE CONTROL SYSTEM

Entergy submitted a proposal for a leakage control system for Grand Gulf. The
Plant Systems Branch (SPLB)/NRR, interacting with the owners' group through
lead plants, is reviewing this system generically for boiling water reactor
plants. Entergy stated that its proposal for Grand Gulf would save $2.5
million.

The task force held a meeting with the SPLB/NRR to discuss Entergy's proposal.
Because the proposal is for a system significantly different from that being
proposed by the owners' group, a significant amount of work has gone into the
generic review, and the generic review is expected to be completed soon, the

,

branch decided that reviewing Entergy's proposal would disrupt the generic l

review, take resources from that review, and, therefore, delay the completion
of the review. The branch, therefore, decided to delay its review of
Entergy's proposal until after the generic review was completed, which the
branch chief estimated would be in the spring of 1994.

E.4 PRIORITIZATION

In its review of the 10 randomly chosen licensing actions discussed in
Section 2 of the main report, the task force used Virginia Power's detailed
sethod to prioritize its CBLAs on these 10 licensing actions to determine if
such a method would help NRR prioritize its work and it is should be proposed I

to other licensees. The task force could not find any benefit in considering
the additional factors that Virginia Power uses in NRR's prioritization
method, as discussed in Section 3 of the main report. The three major
categories of vital, i'nportant, and routine appear in fact to be the
Priorities 1, 2, and 3 of the NRR review priority system. Also, the existence -

of CBLAs is not justification for requiring or requesting licensees to use a
single priority system for prioritizing these licensing actions.
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E.5 NEW STANDARD TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

The task force found that PMs, technical staff, and licensees do not realize
that the new Standard Technical S)ecifications (STS) is not an NRC-approved
document. Therefore, licensees t1at submit line-item changes to incorporate
parts of the new STS into their plant technical specifications must provide
plant specific analyses to justify the addition of each line item technical
specification. Some licensee, however, appear to be confused about the
process by which line-items from the new STS are approved by NRC and believe
that these changes can be approved on the sole basis that the line item change
comes from the new STS.

.

!
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APPENDIX F

POSSIBLE QUESTIONS FOR PROJECT MANAGERS

1. What is the NRR review priority?
2. What is the licensee priority?
3. What is the cost savings information?
4. What is the change in safety? <

5. Is this a cost beneficial licensing action?
6. Is this a contingency action?
7. Is this review necessary? -

8. Can this review be done by the licensee under 10 CFR 50.597
9. Can the project manager perform the review?
10. Is this a generic review?
11. Has this review been performed before by HRC7
32. Does this improve ALARA, reliability, safety?
13. Is this a new approach on the issue?
14. Is a policy issue involved?
15. Is the issue technically complex?
36. Should the review be delayed because of policy reasons, for example,

rulemaking exists on the requested exemption?
17. Is this below a minimum threshold of review?
38. What. is the licensee need date?
39. What is the basis for the need date?
20. Is this submittal late?
21. Has the review started, including the number of hours already expended

and the estimated hours required to complete the review?
22. What is the licensee's current SALP assessment?

.
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APPENDIX G

NEW DEFINITION FOR CBLAS

The task force believes that a new definition for CBLAs should be developed
with the industry. The following set of CBLA attributes were preliminar11y
developed with the help of NUMARC and should be further discussed and
considered:

A licensing action (activity code L*) initiated by a licensee*

The requested action has negligible impact on safety (i.e., NRR review*

priority for the action is not I er 2)
The requested action results in significant cost savings to the licensee*

(i.e., more than $ 100 thousana)
The requested action may be generic or plant-specific*

The requested action can be grianted by the NRC staff (i.e., does not*

involve rulemaking or policy level decisions by the Comission)
The requested action is non-routine*

The requested action involves a change to an activity at the plant*

The requested action is prioritized by the licensee with respect to all*

its licensing actions
The requested ac. tion has a high quality, stand alone submittal*

,

The goal is to have an easily understood and repeatable definition of CBLAs
for the NRC staff and the industry. The designation 'CBLA" on a licensing
action could then be a basis to receive a Priority 3 (minimum) and have
special screening and tracking.

Once the new definition is decided, the licensing actions already submitted to
the NRC and named by the licensee as CBLAs should be " grandfathered". An
implementation date for the new definition should be discussed and agreed to
with NUMARC, as well as promulgated to the industry.

Based on the above considerations, the following licensing actions / activities
are not CBLAs:

o initial negotiation between the NRC and a licensee in response to a
generic letter or a bulletin,

o a routine reload,
o the response to a request from the NRC for the licensee to address an

issue and
o an emergency or exigent TS change that is non-routir.e but which

affects continued plant operation,

Requests to review plant reloads, ASME Code reliefs, and continued plant
,

operation are examples of actions that are Priority Levels 1 or 2, and i

therefore are already receiving sufficient agency priority.

|
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